Directions – How to find us Palatina Versicherungsservice GmbH
Directions by public transportation
We recommend that you arrive by train because our company is only a
few minutes away from main station “Frankenthal Hauptbahnhof”
(approximately 5 minutes walking distance). At main station “Mannheim
Hauptbahnhof” please take the train toward Worms/Mainz (urban railway).
After 4 stops you will reach main station “Frankenthal Hauptbahnhof”.
When you leave the railway building at Frankenthal, keep to the right for
about 100 meters and cross the pedestrian underpass. You will find the
Palatina building (blue colour) directly on the left street side. Just around the
corner of the blue building please turn directly to the left side into the
parking area.
Directions by car
A67 coming from Frankfurt
- please take A6 until the exit Viernheimer Dreieck in the direction of
Saarbrücken
- please take the exit Frankenthal-Nord

A5 coming from Karlsruhe, Stuttgart
- please take the exit interchange Hockenheim via A61 in the direction of
Saarbrücken
- at the interchange Frankenthal please keep following the signs for A6
in the direction of Mannheim
- please take the exit Frankenthal-Nord
A61 coming from Cologne
- please take A61 towards Saarbrücken, Ludwigshafen
- at the interchange Frankenthal please keep following the signs for
A6 in the direction of Mannheim
- please take the exit Frankenthal-Nord
Afterwards
- after approximately 400 meters please turn half right from L523 to K4
(Wormser Straße)
- after approximately 400 meters please turn to the right from K4
to L453 (Nordring)
at the next crossaways please turn to the Beindersheimer Straße
- after approximately 500 meters please turn left to the Heßheimer Straße
and then right (car dealership “Mercedes”) to the Johann-Klein-Straße
- please keep following Johann-Klein-Straße until you will find
the blue building of Palatina on the left side
then you should drive to left to the Albertstraße and
then directly into the parking area on the left side
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If you arrive by car you can park in front of our company.
There are special parking areas for Palatina in front of the left wall
at the entrance.
Your navigation system will find us if you enter Lambsheimer Straße 15, 67227 Frankenthal
(Pfalz).
We wish you a pleasant journey and look forward to welcoming you at our company!

Information on public transport timetables (by train) can be obtained from www.bahn.de (Deutsche
Bahn AG).
If you have any further questions, please let us know. We will be glad to help you!
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